Optimization of adhesion mode atomic force microscopy resolves individual molecules in topography and adhesion.
The force sensor of an atomic force microscope (AFM) is sensitive enough to measure single molecular binding strengths by means of a force-distance curve. In order to combine high-force sensitivity with the spatial resolution of an AFM in topography mode, adhesion mode has been developed. Since this mode generates a force-distance curve for every pixel of an image, the measurement speed in liquid is limited by the viscous drag of the cantilever. We have equipped our adhesion mode AFM with a cantilever that has a low viscous drag in order to reach pixel frequencies of 65 Hz. Optimized filtering techniques combined with an auto-zero circuitry that reduces the drift in the deflection signal, limited high- and low-frequency fluctuations in the height signal to 0.3 nm. This reduction of the height noise, in combination with a thermally stabilized AFM, allowed the visualization of individual molecules on mica with an image quality comparable to tapping mode. The lateral resolution in both the topography and the simultaneously recorded adhesion image are only limited by the size of the tip. Hardware and software position feedback systems allows individual molecules to be followed in time during more than 30 min with scan sizes down to 60 x 60 nm2.